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Overview

Pandell is a software solutions company that has been delivering industry specialized software products
and business services to market since 1997. Today, the company serves more than 450 organizations across
North America, including junior, intermediate and major E&P companies, major pipeline operators, public
utility companies, and government sectors.
Pandell’s competitive advantage is its unique combination of advanced technology, deep industry
expertise, and Software-as-a-Service pricing model. These qualities enable the company to deliver the
most modern, affordable software solutions to its clients.

Products
& Services

Oil & Gas Software Products - Pandell offers a full suite of software products that deliver enhanced
information management and workflow automation to E&P companies. The suite includes products for
financial accounting, production accounting, A/P invoice management, AFE management, land
management, and project economics. With over 500 product installations and 2,500 users, Pandell’s oil &
gas software is the #1 market leader in the Canadian upstream oil and gas industry.
Oil & Gas Accounting Services - Pandell provides full-cycle financial and production accounting for oil
and gas, exploration and production companies. The team is one of the most knowledgeable accounting
service providers in the industry with members averaging over 10 years of oil and gas experience.
.NET Application Development & Support - Pandell delivers large-scale, web-based software
applications, created using its field proven Lithium™ web application toolset. Custom-built for enterprise
organizations, Pandell solutions are designed and managed by an experienced team with established best
practices for development, deployment, system monitoring, upgrading, and help desk services.

Technology
Innovation

Lithium™ is Pandell's web application toolset built on Microsoft's latest .NET technology. Its 3-layer
architecture enables us to deliver rich, cross-browser software applications that are faster to build, easier to
use, trouble-free to deploy, support, and maintain. Pandell software applications are designed to be more
scalable and secure than competitive solutions, perform better across the web, and readily integrate with
other systems.

Awards

Recognized for its rapid business success, its preferential employer standing, and break-through
web-based technology, Pandell’s formal achievements include: Calgary TechRev Innovator, Alberta’s Fast
Growth 50, Calgary’s Best Places to Work, Alberta’s Best Workplace, and the Branham300 Top 250
Technology Companies in Canada.

Management

Pandell’s management team has carved out a successful history and a strong future for the company. By
implementing a recurring-revenue business model, the team has generated controlled growth, sustainable
profits, and long-term value for Pandell’s customers and shareholders.
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